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Intermediate Cutting including 
Commercial Thinning

Opportunities to 
Grow the Pie and get some Cookies too

Chris Elden – West Fraser



A couple things to keep in mind:

Commercial thinning and other intermediate cuts are NOT silviculture 
systems!

They are STAND MANAGEMENT TREATMENTS no different than brushing or 
conifer release.

A silviculture system is a planned program of silviculture treatments during the 
whole life of a stand designed to achieve specific stand structural objectives.  
Intermediate cuts will be part of this program.

Partial cutting is not a silviculture system.  
It is just a general lay term we use to say we are not clearcutting.  Therefore, it 
can mean vastly different things to everyone.



Introduction:

Near term CT opportunities are limited by a lack of suitable stands although 
we are still in transition to the midterm so we can use this window to learn 
how to harvest efficiently, increase our understanding of the effects of how 
different levels of removal, at different ages etc impact the fibre flow etc.

While I have cursed this history during my searches for stands to try CT in, I 
don’t see these as lost landscapes.  The species mixes and densities of these 
stands are quite variable and may provide more of the diversity and 
resilience, that is currently a popular topic, than from the FG and post 
beetle eras where we have more uniform densities and probably fewer 
mixed species stands. 

The attributes of the newer stands should provide better intermediate cut 
opportunities, and as we grow our knowledge and push the lower limits of 
what is a treatable stand there may be more out there than we realise.



Commercial Thinning was covered by the other speakers so I will focus more on 
opportunities in older stands with some thoughts on scaling up an intermediate cutting 
program.

Current forest management planning requires balancing a myriad of resource values and 
public interests!

How do we deal with all of these constraints and demands?



Patch size and seral targets, 
visual quality, hydrology, 
various ungulates and other 
critters, riparian, landscape 
and stand level biodiversity, a 
myriad of recreation features, 
other industrial users…

In addition many of these older 
stands have accumulating 
mortality from various insects 
and disease.



First step is to look at 
our stands differently.  

Clearcutting has put our focus on 
the harvesting phase and leaves 
silviculturalists with a clean slate to 
start from.

Intermediate and partial cuts are 
the opposite.  Need to focus on 
what is being left.  

Can I economically remove 
something and still have something 
good left.

The harvesting phase becomes a 
means to an end.



A quick case study:
Intermediate/Preparatory
Cut in VQO
Partial Retention
~250ha in 3 blocks adjacent
to <10yr old clearcuts



Stand level view of 
partial cut in mature 
SxBl(Pl)
Removal focused on dead and smaller diameter 
stems.

Pre-Harvest

Live             Dead               % Dead

Basal Area: = 33m2          8m2 dead          20%

Volume:         280m3        46m3                  14%

Density:         536 sph     143 sph                21%

Stand composition and attributes varied:

Pockets with more pine

Moister sites all larger Sx

Drier areas smaller diameters with more Bl

Harvester operators made cutting decisions (faller 
select)



Post-harvest from key 
viewpoint
In viewscape of tourist routes to Barkerville and 
Bowron Lakes.
Partial retention landform already altered by non-
greened up pine salvage clearcut
Post-Harvest

Live            % of Live / Total Retained
Basal Area: = 21m2                  64   /    51
Volume:         176m3                63   /    54   
Density:         328 sph              61   /     48  
Stand composition and attributes varied:
Pockets with more pine
Moister sites all larger Sx
Drier areas smaller diameters with more Bl



Post-harvest from high 
elevation vantage point
(To prove that it was cut)

Striations from forwarding trails 
are something to consider if 
operating on steeper slopes 
especially on high sensitivity 
viewpoints



Other potential 
opportunities

Understorey retention

Challenge in the wet belt is the understorey, 
often dominated by balsam and heavily 
damaged by two-year cycle budworm

We are planning more of this in SBSwk1 and 
ESSFwk1.  Usually dead pine dominated 
overstorey with a minor component of SxBl
plus a mixed species understorey in Layers 2-4



Douglas-fir shelterwood

SBSdw2 – north aspect

Horse logged in early 1990s

Seedcut, removal from below

~15-20m2/ha of current basal area

Adjacent areas that were “high graded” 
suffered windthrow damage

Plans to do similar treatments in adjacent 
unlogged stands using mechanical harvesting



Expanding the program
What do we need to make the 
CT/Intermediate cut program bigger?

Inventory:

Ideally a LIDAR based inventory with accurate 
stems/ha, heights and ages

High resolution imagery helps esp. infrared

Satellite, aerial photos ?

Drones?  Provide the detail at the block level 
but don’t work for planning a landscape

G&Y modelling of young & old stands to 
develop crop plans etc

Higher establishment densities (1800sph)

Training – All phases and contractors –
treatments (what you are taking/leaving will 
vary)



Whoa:
How many of you use this 
everyday?
We may be entering the 
era.
With an accurate inventory 
we can put every stand on 
this and reduce pre-
harvest survey data needs.



Our approved ‘stocking standard’ for intermediate cuts = >20m2 of basal area = stocked

As long as we can achieve this we have no silviculture obligation = Intermediate cut/Preparatory cut
At least not yet.  What our long term silviculture system may affect what we do during the intermediate.

BUT
We will likely have stands that don’t meet the 20m2/ha.  How do we achieve stocking?

Option !:
That’s easy.  Pass the buck to the silviculture team and walk away. 
Option 2:  
A bit more thought provoking and several unknowns:
• Will the stand be windfirm?
• Will we get an adequate density of naturals establishing, what species?
• If so under what level of residual stand, on what site conditions etc?
• Will defoliators (two-year budworm) chew up our understorey?
• How long to reach FG height?

We haven’t tried to cross this bridge yet, but may be soon.  
Focus has been on sorting through all of the planning challenges, but need to involve the silvics team.

My Recommendation:  If you hear planners talking about this butt in and make sure they do it right!



There are opportunities to 
take some of the sting out of 
our supply and management 
challenges, and it is fun too.

With a few tweaks to our 
practices and by taking some 
calculated risks we can have 
more cookies like these.
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